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Abstract: Nowadays data play a vital role in all the fields. Machine learning (ML) is a Data Science technique in which the 

past dataset can be used for future prediction. Fault is the result of the occurrence of an unexpected value in the place of 

expected value. Fault occurs in all fields, but the severity makes the difference in the industry. The severity of the fault is 

measured by its priority in the software industry. The unrectified fault may cause software failure. In this paper, thethree 

major development application-oriented software like website, mobile, and gaming are considered.Lots of programming 

languages areused for creation of these software. These applications are developed by all categories of projects like short, 

medium, and long in the software industry. This research works proved the necessity of fault taxonomy dataset by calculating 

rework range in this software creation. The fault feature data for this research work is collected from the GitHub public 

repository, which contains the language commit details in all categories of software industry.This work also helps in feature 

extraction by web scraping method to identify the rework in software development.  

Key words: Machine Learning (ML), Data Science,Uniform Resource Locator (URL), Hyper Text Markup Language 

(HTML), GitHub Repository, Fault, Feature Extraction, Rework. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Software is used in all set of works. An increase in the use of software means increase in fault. The fault 

reduction is used to achieve the qualified software. In order to gain the reduced fault, there is a need for fault 

taxonomy.Any software development model either traditional or continuous must increase the quality. The 

quality level will be reached only by testing and coding reviews. Due to lack of proper test strategies, the 

released software had poor quality. The programming language plays a major role in the software 

implementation. There are many languages used for various application developments such as scientific 

applications, websites, database, mobile applications, gaming etc. These are categorized by large, medium, and 

small sized projects. To increase the coding quality, the language related information should be associated with 

the application. For example, the Java Script language is used for website application, gaming, and also in 

mobile application. In such case, considering the previous fault factors helps to make the application a qualified 

one with localized fault. This helps to assure that the previous fault will not occur again. GitHub Repository has 

historical data information about many projects in different languages.   

This research approach helps to find the necessity of fault taxonomy to predict the future fault in early 

development phase especially during implementation in order to save time and cost and to reduce rework in 

software production. 

Data Science is responsible for the big data formation with necessary patterns. Machine learning is the one of the 

major techniques used to process and prepare the data in data science field. This quantitative study report is 

formed with the help of Machine Learning technique, a data science approach written in Python programming 

language. ML is a computer program, which is used to learn by example. ML algorithms are generalised from 

previously available historical data. The performance measures are displayed both in table as well as in graph. 

The table categorises the fault by three major size featuresas large, medium, and small and in further by based on 

the development of the application. 

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

This research work helps to find out the necessity of early fault prediction and also insists the essentials of fault 

taxonomy in the mostly used implementation language of 3 major applications like website, gaming, and 

mobile.This work also shows the rework percentage and performance graph, which helps to identify the loss of 

time and cost effort in software project development.The previous work [9] is used to find the software fault 

prediction exploration by machine learning techniques. Features are major source of any research. Feature 

selection is the process, which is used to determine the relation between the input and the output of the problem 

whether it is relevant or not. This is done by forming the Hypothesis set in ML. The next work[3]is the stepping 
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stone to form the Hypothesis space for fault feature classification. This paper used four hypotheses testing 

against PROMISE dataset. The measured performance results showed that among four different types of 

hypotheses testing chi-square testing is more relevant for fault feature selection.Fitness function is the measure, 

which is used to identify that the result obtained is rightto the underlined problem or not. The next work [5] 

shows that the linear classifier is the best fitness function and is used to find only the reliable features from the 

feature samples taken from the population set. In this paper,genetic programming is used to find the root cause of 

the feature with the help of linear classifier fitness function. This paper work uses eclipsePROMISE dataset and 

from the 69 features only 29 is considered to predict the bug occurrence. Classified faults are predicted easier 

than unclassified one. The next work [7] helps to identify that the combined GKS algorithmic technique is the 

best one for fault classification. This background study report will help us to identify the necessity of fault 

taxonomy in order to check the fault database before testing and to reduce the risk post production fault to reduce 

the rework.  

3. SOFTWARE FAULT FEATURE 

Software implementation mistake found by the tester in the testing phase is the bug status of the software 

created. If that bug was accepted by the development team, then that error is known as defect. If the defect is 

present in the end user software, then it may cause failure. So,an unsolved defect is added in the documentation 

of the software manual. This time the same mistake is treated as feature. The features are formed to avoid 

software failure. The features are mostly associated to software development. An unsolved mistake in the 

software implementation phase affects the software qualityand also creates anomaly in the software. This 

anomaly is considered as fault feature, which is a distinguishable character in relation with the functional and 

performance of the software.   

The above description says that the fault feature identification starts from bug. Therefore, in this research 

paper,closed and opened bugs in association with the major applications are collected from the 

GitHubrepository’s commit history. The commit history is the collection of those feature faults, which are not 

solved and assigned against the implementation language. The three major application of development like 

website, gaming, and mobile are chosen. This research work is the first step to the formation of fault feature 

taxonomy to increase the software quality and also decrease the rework in post-production software.   

4. METHODOLOGY DESIGN  

The methodology of this research is divided by fourdata science phases as data detection, data preparation, data 

analysis, and data formulation. The method used to extract large amount of fault feature data is data science. In 

this research work, Pandas(Python data analysis) and matplotlib libraries associated with data science are used 

for performance analysis. Along with it feature extraction is done by data science method known as web scraping 

forthe collection of feature data. The urllib package is used for web scraping to get the details from the URL link. 

This package has request module and urlopen() function, which helps to pass the URL link to extract the details. 

The necessary fault features related to this rework are language name, closed bugs, and opened bugsin 

association with the three different applications namely websites, mobile, and gaming. All these fault features are 

collected from the GitHubrepository commit history.  

Phase 1: Fault Feature detection from GitHub Repository 

In this phase the necessity of fault taxonomy is detected from the GitHub Repository site by searching in the 

URL link: https://GitHub.com/. Web scraping is done to detect and extract the commit details from the GitHub 

repository with the help of adding ‘python library’ files.  

In GitHub Repository, there are both closed and opened bugs against each language.  From those bugs top 10 

languages used for the three major applications like website, gaming, and mobile are taken for web scraping. The 

various commit details in relation with opened bugs,closed bugs, and total bugs for 10 implementation languages 

are detected.   

Phase 2: Data preparationusingpandas 

The detected fault featuresfrom HTML code by web scrape as in the form of csv file using Pandas library. 

‘Pandas’ is a high-performancepython software library, which is used here for the manipulation and the 

visualization of the tabular form of data.The visualized summary of data frame is used to easily identify the 

patterns related to the dataframe. 
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Phase 3: Data analysis by Formulation 

The formation for the analytical model is done by calculating the sum of the closed bugs, opened bugs,total bugs 

along with CurrentReworkeffort(%), FutureReworkeffort(%) separately for all the three namely website 

application, mobile application, and gaming application.  

 1. Sum of Closed bugs 

Sum of Closed bugs(appln) = ∑ (closed bugsi)
n
i=1 → (1) 

where ‘i’ is language set from 1 to n with respect to the application(‘appln’)known as website or mobile or 

gaming. 

 2. Sum of Opened bugs 

Sum of Opened bugs(appln) = ∑ (Opened bugsi)
n
i=1 + ∑ (closed bugsi)

n
i=1 → (2) 

where ‘i’ is language set from 1 to n for the respective application(‘appln’)known as website or mobile or 

gaming. 

3. Sum of Total bugs 

Sum of Total bugs(appln) = ∑ (Opened bugsi )
n
i=1 → (2) 

where ‘i’ is language set from 1 to n for the respective application( ‘appln’) known as website or mobile or 

gaming. 

 4. CurrentRework Effort (%) 

It is used to find the current rework effort needed for the respective application (‘appln’)known as website or 

mobile or gaming. 

CurrentReworkeffort(%)(appln) = (
∑(Closed bugs)

∑(Total bugs))
)  × 100→ (3) 

 5. FutureRework Effort% 

It is used to find the current rework effort needed for the respective application (‘appln’) known as website or 

mobile or gaming. 

FutureReworkeffort(%)(appln) = (
∑(Opened bugs)

∑(Total bugs))
) × 100→ (4) 

Phase 4: Data analysis by performance measure 

The analysis done by using three different csv files to calculate the total rework percentage for website, mobile, 

and gaming applications. The generalized rework reports are displayed in graph. These performance measures 

clearly shows the necessity of fault feature set to predict the fault earlier in implementation phase. 

Phase 5: Data Extraction for future fault taxonomy 

In this phase, the analysed data feature by rework performance, which is detected in phase 1 is extracted and 

saved by sqlite database file for future prediction taxonomy. This is done by using the web scraping operation 

website, mobile and gaming from GitHub Repository. In this phase, only the necessary commit details like 

language name, GitHub Repository URL link, number of opened bugs, and number of closed bugs related to 

each specific language are extracted with the help of python interface toolkit tkinter and the details are stored in 

csv file for the corresponding application.  

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Feature Detection from GitHub repository 

In this section, the data features related to website, mobile, and gaming are detected from GitHub Repository. 

The retrieved values from the corresponding GitHub Repository link are stored in csv form as database using 

tkinter toolkit. 
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5.1.1 Website feature deduction 

 Here the dropdown list box contains the entireURL link related to programing language of website application. 

The corresponding GitHub Repository link is shown in the textbox and the same details are saved into the 

‘website.csv’ file as a fault feature with Opened and Closed bug count.  In Diagram 1,the commit history related 

to one of the language java of website applications are shown with corresponding Closed and Opened bugs 

stored in GitHub repository.   

 

Diagram 1. Feature Detection of website application by web scraping data science analysis method 

5.1.2 Mobile feature Detection 

The dropdown list box contains the entireURL link related to programing language of mobile application. The 

corresponding GitHub Repository link is shown in the textbox and the same details are saved into the 

‘mobile.csv’ file as a fault feature with Opened and Closed bug count.  In Diagram2, the commit history related 

to one of the language Swift of mobile applications are shown with corresponding Closed and Opened bugs are 

stored in GitHub repository. 

 

Diagram 2. Feature Detection of mobile application by web scraping data science analysis method 
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5.1.3 Gaming feature Detection  

The dropdown list box contains the entire URL link related to programing language of mobile application. The 

corresponding GitHub Repository link is shown in the textbox and the same details are saved into the 

‘mobile.csv’ file as a fault feature with Opened and Closed bug count. In Diagram 3, the commit history related 

to Swift language of mobile applications are shown with corresponding Closed and Opened bugs are stored in 

GitHub repository. 

 

Diagram3. Feature Detection of gaming application by web scraping data science analysis method 

5.2Data Preparation  

In this section, the data is prepared and formed by ‘Pandas’ dataframe library. Data preparation is done by using 

the web scraping operation. The details of Closed and Opened commit history for three different applications 

with the help of df.dropna() command of pandas library, which is used to show all the filled data. 

5.2.1 Website data preparation 

The 10 best website development languages details are collected from GitHub by using the ‘Pandas’ python 

program.  Tabular result form of the ‘website.csv’ is prepared for data extraction and the same is shown in the 

below Diagram4. 

 

 

Diagram 4. Website data preparation using Pandas 

The above listed details is the result of the python Pandas command df.dropna() of website.csv file. The result 

shows the languages list as Python, Java, JavaScript, Go, Ruby, Dart, PHP, Scala, HTML, and Kotlin along with 

their respective URLlink.The table also contains the Opened and Closed bugs of the languages. These are used to 

find the total rework effort in the concern language so as to form the feature fault taxonomy for early fault 

prediction in the website application development. 

5.2.2 Mobile data preparation 
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The 10 best mobile development languages details are collected from GitHubby using the ‘Pandas’ python 

program.  Tabular result form of the ‘mobile.csv’ is prepared for data extraction and the same is shown in the 

below Diagram5. 

 

Diagram5. Mobile data preparation using Pandas 

The above listed details is the result of the python Pandas command df.dropna() of mobile.csv file. The result 

shows the languages list as JavaScript, Kotlin, C++, C#, Python, PHP, Swift,Objective-C, JAVA, and HTML 5 

along with their respective URLlink. The table also contains the Opened and Closed bugs of the languages. 

These are used to find the total rework effort in the concern language so as to form the feature fault taxonomy for 

early fault prediction in the mobile application development. 

5.2.3 Gaming data preparation 

The 10 best gaming development languages details are collected by using the ‘Pandas’ python program.  Tabular 

result form of the ‘gaming.csv’ is prepared for data extraction and the same is shown in the below Diagram6. 

 

 

Diagram 6. Gaming data analysis using Pandas 

The above listed details is the result of the python Pandas command df.dropna() of gaming.csv file . The result 

shows the languages list as C++, C#, Java, Python, Lua, Objective C, JavaScript, HTML 5, C, and SQL along 

with their respective URLlink. The table also contains the Opened and Closed bugs of the languages. These are 

used to find the total rework effort in the concern language so as to form the feature fault taxonomy for early 

fault prediction in the gaming application development. 

5.3 Rework effort calculation 

In this section, the formulation of step 3 of methodology design is used for the rework effort calculation. It 

includes two different rework calculations like current rework and future rework. The rework calculation is used 
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to analyse the need for the maintenance of the fault as a taxonomy for the future prediction in order to reduce the 

rework in the post production software as well as the identification of root cause of the newly formed fault. 

5.3.1 Website application Rework effortcalculations 

Rework effort calculation of 10 languages with respect to website application is calculated by the python 

program using tkinter. The Current Rework Effort Percentage is calculated for Closed Bugs against Total Effort 

and the Future Rework Effort is calculated for Opened Bugs against Total Effort. The corresponding result is 

displayed by using ‘Pandas’ data frame. 

 

 

Diagram 7. Website Rework effort calculation using pandas 

5.3.2 Mobile application Rework effort calculations 

Rework effort calculation of 10 languages with respect to mobile application is calculated by the python program 

using tkinter. The Current Rework Effort Percentage is calculated for Closed Bugs against Total Effort and the 

Future Rework Effort is calculated for Opened Bugs against Total Effort. The corresponding result is displayed 

by using ‘Pandas’ data frame. 
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Diagram 8. Mobile Rework effort calculation using pandas 

5.3.3 Gaming application Rework effort calculations 

Rework effort calculation of 10 languages with respect to gaming application is calculated by the python 

program using tkinter. The Current Rework Effort Percentage is calculated for Closed Bugs against Total Effort 

and the Future Rework Effort is calculated for Opened Bugs against Total Effort.  The corresponding result is 

displayed by using ‘Pandas’ data frame. 

 

 

 

Diagram 9. Gaming Rework effort calculation using pandas 

5.4 Performance measure graph 

The performance measure graph is drawn with the help of matplotlib data science tool.  The graph shows the 

performance measures of the three different applications website, mobile, and gaming. 

5.4.1 Website Performance measure 

The performance measure of the website application is measured by using the three different measures of graph. 

All these measures are by drawn by using matplotlib.pyplot library of python. 

The diagram 10(a) shows the Opened bugs related with website application. The graph shows the bug values of 

top 10 languages of website. The corresponding bugs of the languages are shown by dot in the graph. 

 

Diagram 10(a) Graphical representation of Opened bugs in website application of 10 languages 

The diagram 10(b) shows the Closed bugs related with website application. The graph shows the bug values of 

top 10 languages of website. The corresponding bugs of the languages are shown by dot in the graph. 
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Diagram 10(b) Graphical representation of Closed bugs in website application of 10 languages 

The diagram 10(c) shows the rework effort of both current and future related with website application. The graph 

shows the both current and future rework effort values of top 10 languages of website. The blue line shows the 

CurrentReworkeffort_Percentage. The green line shows the FutureReworkeffort_Percentage.   

 

 

Diagram 10(c) Graphical representation of Rework effort percentage  analysis measure in website application of 

10 languages 

The diagram 11(a) shows the Opened bugs related with mobile application. The graph shows the bug values of 

top 10 languages of mobile. The corresponding bugs of the languages are shown by dot in the graph. 

 

Diagram 11(a) Graphical representation of Opened bugs in mobile application of 10 languages 

The diagram 11(b) shows the Closed bugs related with mobile application. The graph shows the bug values of 

top 10 languages of mobile. The corresponding bugs of the languages are shown by dot in the graph. 
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Diagram 11(b) graphical representation of Closed bugs in mobile application of 10 languages 

The diagram 11(c) shows the rework effort of both current and future related with mobile application. The graph 

shows the both current and future rework effort values of top 10 languages of mobile. The blue line shows the 

CurrentReworkeffort_Percentage. The green line shows the FutureReworkeffort_Percentage.   

 

 

 

Diagram 11(c) graphical representation of Rework effort percentage  analysis measure in mobile application of 

10 languages 

The diagram 12(a) shows the Closed bugs related with gaming application. The graph shows the bug values of 

top 10 languages of gaming. The corresponding bugs of the languages are shown by dot in the graph. 

\ 

Diagram 12(a) graphical representation of Closed bugs in gaming application of 10 languages 

The diagram 12(b) shows the Opened bugs related with mobile application. The graph shows the bug values of 

top 10 languages of mobile. The corresponding bugs of the languages are shown by dot in the graph. 

 

Diagram 12(b) Graphical representation of Opened bugs in gaming application of 10 languages 

The diagram 12(c) shows the rework effort of both current and future related with gaming application. The graph 

shows the both current and future rework effort values of top 10 languages of gaming. The blue line shows the 

CurrentReworkeffort_Percentage. The green line shows the FutureReworkeffort_Percentage.   
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Diagram 12(c) Graphical representation of Rework effort percentage  analysis measure in gaming application of 

10 languages 

The graph effort percentage proves that there is need for fault taxonomy in order to reduce the rework in 

software development. The corresponding bugs are collected and formed as fault taxonomy for the future 

prediction of fault in order to reduce rework. 

5.5 Data Extraction for future fault taxonomy 

The fault feature data is extracted as bugs from the corresponding URLlink from the GitHub Repository. These 

features are stored as sqlite database file for future usage. The stored database file of first 20 bugs is shown in the 

diagram 13.  From the resultant file it is cleared that some of the bugs are repeated for more than one language. 

The bugs of 17,18 and 19 are repeated. From the repetitionit is proved that some of the bugs are repeated.  So, by 

forming fault taxonomy with the bug details will helps to identify the repeated bugs of all the language which 

will also help to reduce the rework effort.   

 

Diagram 13.Fault taxonomy formed using GitHub URLlink  

6. CONCLUSION 

Even though popular planning and requirements are done, some of the software products are failed due to 

implementation fault. This paper provides the performance analysis of bug commit history with respect to the 

three different applications websites, mobile, and gaming taken from the GitHub repository. Even though the 

same languages are used each application the bugs are repeated. These bugs are to be corrected again by rework 

to avoid the failure. The current rework is calculated with respect to Closed bugs. The future rework is calculated 

with respect to Opened bugs. The calculated results are tabulated. Both of these graphical and tabular result 

shows that there is a need of classified bug taxonomy set to reduce the rework in software post-production. The 

fault taxonomy set is formed as the result of the feature extraction. This taxonomy will be used in future project 
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of same category to predict the bugs earlier in order to reduce rework and also to used recognise the root cause of 

the newly formedfault in the software development.  
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